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Snapshot Study 3 

The school and its vision for digital technology 
This independent girls school appointed a new Principal about three years ago and a new 
Information Learning Technology Director at the start of 2013. The vision for digital technology 
in Years 8 to 12 was that it should become ‘so successful, so seamless, so ubiquitous, that we 
never talk about it ever again and we spend all our time talking about pedagogy, task design, 
assessment, data on student and teacher performance, and become a self-reflective organism 
at the micro and macro level’. 
 

The digital technology strategy 
The school viewed itself as having fallen behind in terms of digital technology provision. Their 
focus this year had been on enhancing their infrastructure, and in particular ensuring that there 
was robust, high bandwidth WiFi available throughout the school. They were in the process of 
sending out information to parents about the launch of a 1 to 1 bring your own iPad (BYO iPad) 
scheme, starting from the beginning of January 2014 (the start of the next school year). 
However, it was evident that there was already an unofficial bring your own technology (BYOT) 
strategy in place, as many of the students were already using their own devices (e.g. laptops, 
tablets, digital cameras), as well as school ones, at times and in ways that they (the students) 
felt were appropriate. 
 

An example activity 
Yr9 English – Romeo and Juliet 

This lesson came towards the end 
of a term in which the 18 students 
had been studying Romeo and 
Juliet. They were part way through 
a project to create a video trailer 
for Romeo and Juliet.  
 
The lesson started with the 
teacher recapping the objectives 
for the project and the criteria that 
were going to be used to assess 
the quality of the video trailers. He 
emphasised that this was an 
English activity and a key focus 
was on the students’ knowledge of 
the play. He used video trailers 
created by students the previous 
year and asked the students to 
rate them against the criteria. 
They then discussed their ratings and had to justify them against the criteria. This went on for 
the first 25 minutes of the lesson. 
 
The students then worked in half a dozen established project groups for the second half of the 
session. One group, for example, went to the school chapel to film a scene in which Romeo 
found Juliet who appeared to be dead, using a digital camera and tripod that one of the 
students had brought from home. Another group were editing their video clips to create a 
finished trailer, using a student owned high-end Apple laptop. It was clear that the girls had 
worked on their scripts, preparing costumes, filming and editing outside school time as well as 
in their English lessons.  
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Impact  
The staff reported that digital technology had not (yet) had much perceptible impact on 
learning. As ‘outsiders’ one impact that was apparent in the English lesson we observed was 
that the teacher spent the vast majority of his time focussed on teaching English, rather than 
on supporting the technology use. This stood out as being different to what we had observed in 
other schools where students were using school provided or mandated mobile devices. The 
English teacher put this down to the fact that as the students were using their own hardware 
and software they by and large already knew how to operate it and there was no expectation 
that he would know how to use it (in contrast to the school devices which students did expect 
him to be able to tell them how to use). 
 

Key lessons learnt 
• It is essential to ensure that you have a robust wireless network – so that students choose 

to use the school’s filtered and monitored network rather than their own unfiltered and 
unmonitored 3G/4G connections. 

• Tablets afford a higher level of interaction than laptops because of their form factor (the 
screen doesn’t act as a barrier between people). 

• Allowing the students to use their own mobile devices allows the teacher to focus on their 
core subject teaching, rather than having to focus on the technology. 

 

An emerging trend – Trust 
The fact that this school appeared to have an unofficial BYOT strategy operating very effectively 
raised questions about how that had come about. At the technical level it appeared that a 
technician had provided one of the students with a password for the wireless network ‘because 
she needed access to the Internet’. When questioned he argued that technicians in schools too 
often ask the question ‘Why?’, whereas he though it was more productive to ask the question 
‘Why not?’. In this instance it seemed clear that it was preferable for the students to be using 
the school’s monitored and filtered Internet rather than their own un-monitored and un-filtered 
3G or 4G connections or the free WiFi that was available via the local council.  
 
This still didn’t explain why the teachers had seemed to accept that some students would use 
their own devices in class. One student, for example, brought in an iPad Mini loaded with digital 
versions of her school textbooks, rather than buying the hard copy textbooks. The key factor 
seemed to come down to trust. All the members of staff said something along the lines of ‘these 
are good girls, they will do the right thing’. Thus trust seemed to be the key factor. This aligned 
with the ‘Coercion-Trust’ dimension of practice that emerged from the Schome Park 
Programme1.  

                                            
1 The Schome Park Programme http://www.schome.ac.uk/wiki/The_Schome_Park_Programme  
See Twining, P. (2010) When Educational Worlds Collide. In Sheehy; Ferguson & Clough (Eds) Virtual Worlds: Controversies at the Frontier of 
Education (Education in a competitive and globalizing world). pp.125-142. New York: Nova Science Publishers. ISBN: 978-1608762613 
http://is.gd/54Cm75 (accessed 6-May-2011) 


